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Supporting System Consistency with Differential
Transactions in Flash-Based SSDs
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Abstract—Embedded transaction design inside solid state drives (SSDs) is an attractive way to support system consistency with low
overhead due to the no-overwrite property of flash memory. Recent research proposes shadow paging variants to reduce write traffic to
SSDs for longer lifetime while leveraging the random performance of SSDs. However, writes in transactions usually are small, and the
page-aligned shadow paging protocols still incur high write amplification, which hurts SSD lifetime. In this paper, we propose an
embedded transaction protocol, DiffTx, which differentially logs partial page updates in a write-ahead logging way and writes full page
updates in a shadow paging way, aiming at low write amplification. DiffTx further improves transaction performance using two
techniques. First, by clustering mapping metadata of full page updates with differential data of partial page updates in a single record,
DiffTx tracks pages of each transaction at low overhead. Second, DiffTx removes the write ordering on commit by delaying the
completeness check of writes, leveraging the clean-state write property of flash memory. Experiments show that DiffTx improves
throughput by 25.9 percent and halves write traffic on average compared to TxFlash, a typical embedded transaction protocol for
flash memory.
Index Terms—Solid state drive, flash memory, transactional SSD, differential transaction, crash recovery, consistency
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INTRODUCTION

F

memory is getting widely used in both embedded
and enterprise systems in recent years. Different from
magnetic disks, flash memory cannot be overwritten [1], [2].
Page updates in a flash-based solid state drive (SSD) are
redirected to free pages while the old pages are left for garbage collection. This no-overwrite property naturally keeps
both old and new data versions inside an SSD, which makes
it attractive to design transactions inside SSDs for system
consistency.
Traditional transaction recovery protocols, including
both write-ahead logging (WAL) [3] and shadow paging
[4], incur high overhead to support system consistency.
WAL (a.k.a journaling in file systems) writes the new version
of updated data pages to the log area, and then writes back
to their home locations to overwrite the old-version data.
With the use of a log area, old-version pages are protected
from being overwritten before the new-version pages are
written successfully. Shadow paging writes the updated
data pages to new locations and then updates the indexing
pointers. Since updated pages are written to newly allocated
pages, disk space becomes more fragmented. This leads to
more random I/Os, which are costly in hard disk drives
(HDDs). Comparatively, although WAL doubles the write
traffic, I/Os are performed in a sequential way. As such,
WAL is more suitable for HDD-based storage systems.
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In SSD-based storage systems, shadow paging becomes
more promising than WAL for three reasons. First, the nooverwrite property of flash memory naturally keeps the old
and new data versions. This favors the shadow paging protocol without explicitly writing new versions. Second, flashbased SSDs have better random I/O performance than
HDDs. Random access problem in shadow paging is mitigated. Third, a flash memory cell can endure limited program/erase (P/E) cycles, i.e., the endurance problem. WAL
doubles the write traffic, which accelerates the wear process, and shortens the lifetime of an SSD. Different from
WAL, shadow paging writes only once. Therefore, shadow
paging is favored in SSD-based storage systems.
Recent research has proposed different shadow paging
variants inside SSDs to provide system consistency [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9]. To leverage the no-overwrite property of flash
memory, these protocols are designed inside SSDs and can
access both the old and new versions of a page. These transaction designs inside SSDs are called embedded transaction
designs. TxFlash [5] is a typical embedded transaction
design, which significantly improves performance of traditional storage systems that uses WAL. The improvement
comes from two aspects. First, TxFlash writes the updated
pages only once in a shadow paging way, which avoids the
duplicated writes as in WAL. Second, TxFlash eliminates
the use of commit record, which is used to indicate the success of a transaction commit, and thus removes the write
ordering on commit. This write ordering is required to make
sure all updated pages have been persisted when issuing
the commit record [5], [7], [10], [11], [12]. To achieve this
goal, TxFlash introduces two new commit protocols, SCC
and BPCC, and uses pointers in each flash page to link all
pages in a transaction into a cyclic list. Different commit
protocols are proposed to make the shadow paging protocol
more suitable for flash-based SSDs [6], [7], [9].
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However, two problems remain in embedded transaction
designs. First, while the properties of flash memory have
been exploited for better transaction designs, access patterns from applications have not been well researched in
transaction designs. In transaction workloads, a large portion of transactional writes are small, and their write sizes
are much smaller than the page size. Metadata operations in
file systems update multiple metadata pages, but only a few
bytes in each page are updated [13]. Similarly, database
applications update records from multiple pages, and each
record probably is of several bytes and far less than the
page size (e.g., 4 KB) [14]. Thus, we refer partial page updates
to those page writes that update only a small part in each
flash page, while the others are full page updates. Differential
update techniques [15], [16], [17], [18] by comparing the
new and old versions have been used to reduce the write
size. But these techniques have not been well incorporated
into embedded transaction designs.
Second, it remains a challenge to keep a low transaction
overhead when exploiting internal parallelism of SSDs in
transaction support. Pages in each transaction need to be
clustered (i.e., page clustering), so that they can be found for
recovery after failures. While the internal parallelism of an
SSD tends to distribute writes to different channels or chips,
it always incurs high overhead to track these pages for one
transaction. Also, the write ordering forces to wait for the
persistence of all log records before issuing the write of a
commit record. This write ordering prevents parallel executions of multiple writes, and thus hurts the internal parallelism of SSDs.
To address the above two problems, we propose a differential transaction design, DiffTx, to differentially log the
partial page updates while updating the full pages in a
shadow updating way. DiffTx is designed to reduce write
traffic and keep transaction overhead low while exploiting
the internal parallelism of SSDs. DiffTx achieves the goals
from the following three aspects. First, DiffTx logs the differential data of partial page updates instead of the whole
pages to reduce write traffic. Due to data locality, differential data can be merged for the home-location writes. Even
the differential logging writes data twice, one in the log area
and the other in the home location, the total write size is still
smaller than that in the shadow paging, which only writes
data once. Second, to keep the page clustering overhead
low, DiffTx stores the mapping metadata of the full page
updates along with the differential data of partial page
updates using a log record. Third, DiffTx removes the write
ordering on commit by delaying the completeness check on
recovery. Because writes are only performed on free pages,
pages that are written do not contain obsolete data. And
thus, pages either are clean or have new-version data.
Incomplete writes can be simply identified by checking
error correction code (ECC) of each page. This favors the
delayed completeness check.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1)

2)

We collect transactional write traces from both file
system and database workloads, and observe that a
large portion of transactional writes are small.
We propose an embedded transaction design,
DiffTx, to differentially log the partial page updates
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while updating the full page updates in a shadow
updating way. This reduces write traffic and
improves transaction performance.
3) We efficiently cluster pages of a transaction by keeping mapping metadata of full page updates along
with differential data of partial page updates, and
removes write ordering on commit by delaying the
completeness check of transaction writes. The two
techniques achieve low overhead while exploiting
the internal parallelism of SSDs.
4) We evaluate DiffTx using both file system and database workloads. Results show that DiffTx improves
throughput by 25.9 percent and halves the write size
on average compared to TxFlash [5], a shadow paging variant for flash-based SSDs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses transaction recovery protocols and reveals the
access pattern of transaction workloads. Section 3 describes
the DiffTx design, including the interface and component
extensions as well as the commit protocol. We evaluate
DiffTx in Section 4 and give related work in Section 5. And
Section 6 concludes.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Flash Memory
Flash memory is a kind of solid state storage media which
provides low read and write latency. Flash memory cells
can not be overwritten [1], [2]. Flash pages can only be
written after they are erased, which is known as cleanstate update. A page has two parts: page data (e.g., 4 KB)
and page metadata (e.g., 128 B). Page metadata, which is
used to keep ECC and other information, is also called
out-of-band (OOB) area. Flash memory is read or written
in the unit of pages, but is erased in the unit of flash
blocks (e.g., 512 KB). To hide the long latency of erase
operations, pages are redirected to free pages while the
old pages are marked as invalid for later erase. The FTL
(Flash Transaction Layer) in an SSD keeps a mapping
table for the page write redirection. This no-overwrite
property in the FTL can be leveraged to support transactions using the shadow paging protocol.
In an SSD, the flash memory is connected to the flash controller through multiple channels. There are multiple chips
in each channel, and each chip consists of multiple planes.
Reads and writes can be distributed to different planes or
channels for parallelism. This internal parallelism of an SSD
provides high aggregated bandwidth.
In addition, each flash memory cell endures limited
program/erase (P/E) cycles. Reliability of a cell is weakened as the P/E cycle approaches the limit. This is known
as the endurance problem of SSDs.
2.2 Transaction Recovery
Transaction provides ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability) properties to a series of read/write
operations. While isolation is ensured by concurrency control module, atomicity and durability are provided by transaction recovery module. Both concurrency control and
transaction recovery modules are needed to ensure system
consistency. In this paper, we focus on transaction recovery
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF): the cumulative frequency
of page write sizes.

Fig. 1. Transaction recovery protocols.

a transaction in a cyclic list using pointers in the page
metadata of each flash page (shown as the solid lines that
link all dark boxes into a cycle in Fig. 1b). The two cyclic
commit protocols are used for transaction status identification without the use of commit records.
In this paper, we observe that transaction updates are
usually small, which will be discussed in Section 2.3.
Based on this observation, we propose the differential logging technique to log the differential parts of these
updates (e.g., page A, B and D) in a WAL-like way as
shown in Fig. 1c. We also leverage the no-overwrite property of flash memory for full page updates, e.g., page C.
As such, we propose DiffTx, which combines differential
logging (for partial page updates) with in-flash shadow
paging (for full page updates), to reduce write size and
improve performance.

using flash memory, and assume that concurrency control is
performed in programs, similar to [6], [7], [9].
In transaction recovery, there are two main techniques,
write-ahead logging [3] and shadow paging [4]. Fig. 1a
shows the WAL protocol. In WAL, pages in a transaction
are written to the log area followed by a commit record
(as shown in the dark boxes). The commit record is not
issued until all log writes are persistent. The persistence
of the commit record indicates success of the transaction
commit. These log pages are checkpointed to their home
locations (shown as the light boxes) in the data area,
when the log area runs short of space. Since the new-version data will be checkponited to the data area, the indexing pointers, which keep the mapping entries from
logical addresses to physical addresses, always point to
the data pages in the data area (shown as the dotted
lines). Fig. 1b shows the transactional flash (TxFlash) protocol, which is a variant of the shadow paging protocol
and is optimized for flash memory. For simplicity, we call
this variant as in-flash shadow paging. Due to the no-overwrite property of flash memory, updated pages in a transaction are written to free pages (shown as the dark
boxes). After this, the mapping entries in the FTL mapping table are updated to point to the new version (from
the dotted lines to the solid lines). Transactional writes
are updated only once in a shadow updating way, without being written back to their home locations. To cluster
pages for each transaction, TxFlash introduces two cyclic
commit protocols, SCC and BPCC [5], to link all pages of

2.3 I/O Pattern of Transactional Writes
Transactions are often used to provide consistency of file
system metadata or database operations. These operations
usually update multiple pages but update only a small part
in each page. For instance, a file create operation creates its
own inode, its parent’s inode and the directory entry etc.
The size of an inode is 256 bytes in ext3, and the size of a
directory entry depends on the length of the file name and
is usually several bytes. A database operation updates multiple record in different pages. In most cases, the size of a
record is only several bytes, which is far less than a page
size (e.g., 4 KB).
To study the I/O pattern, we collect I/O traces from
both file system (fileserver, varmail, webproxy) and database (TPC-C) workloads, and analysis the write size pattern of all write operations. (See Section 4.1 for detailed
setup of trace collections). Fig. 2 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the update size in each page.
In file system workloads, we collect the actual write sizes
only for metadata updates while updating data pages
fully. From the figure, we have two observations. First,
the majority of page updates are either smaller than 1 KB
or close to 4 KB. The number of pages that have write
size from 1 KB to near 4 KB is comparatively small.
Second, a large portion of page writes are small updates.
With the two observations, DiffTx could be efficient by
combining differential logging for partial page updates
with shadow paging for full page updates.
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TABLE 1
Device Interface in DiffTx
Operation

Description

READ(LBA, len...)

read data from LBA (logical
block address)
write data to the transaction
TxID
write the differential data

WRITE(TxID, LBA, len...)
DIFFWRITE(TxID, LBA,
start, len, diff_data)
BEGIN(TxID)
Fig. 3. The framework of transactional SSDs for DiffTx.

3

COMMIT(TxID)
ABORT(TxID)

check the availability of the
TxID and start the transaction
commit the transaction TxID
abort the transaction TxID

DESIGN

In this section, we first present the overview of a transactional SSD design, including the interface and FTL extensions for DiffTx. We then describe the DiffTx commit
protocol. DiffTx reduces write size by incorporating shadow
paging (for full page updates) with write-ahead logging (for
partial page updates) for versioning and clustering. And it
removes write ordering with delayed completeness check
of transactional writes. Finally, we discuss the recovery process after system failures.

3.1 Overview
DiffTx is an embedded commit protocol inside an SSD for
transaction recovery. To support this kind of in-device
transaction recovery, we extend both device interface and
FTL of an SSD. Fig. 3 shows the framework of a transactional SSD (TxSSD) using DiffTx protocol. The DiffTx TxSSD
extends the interface with new transactional commands,
including BEGIN, COMMIT and ABORT. With these transactional commands, software systems, including user
applications, database management systems and operating
systems, can pass transactional statuses to storage devices.
In addition to these three commands, a DIFFWRITE command is added to pass the differential parts of partial page
updates from the software to the device. Descriptions of
these commands are listed in Table 1.
The FTL is also extended with new components (shown
as colored diagrams in Fig. 3) to process transaction recovery. In addition to conventional components (e.g., FTL mapping table, garbage collection, wear leveling) in a FTL, there
are three new components: the Active TxTable, the Commit/Recovery Logic, and the Volatile S-Log. The Active
TxTable tracks the mapping metadata of updated pages for
each unfinished (active) transaction. The Commit/Recovery
Logic processes the commit or abort operations during normal runnings and performs recovery after system failures.
The Volatile S-Log is the summary log used for DiffTx to
store the mapping metadata of full page updates and the
differential data from partial page updates. It serves as the
logging area for DiffTx, and it has a persistent copy in flash
memory, which we refer to as the Persistent S-Log.
3.1.1 Components
Active TxTable. Active TxTable is used to keep the mapping
metadata of transactions that have not been committed.
Only after the transaction commits, the mapping metadata
are updated to the FTL mapping table in order to be made

visible to other transactions. The Active TxTable keeps the
mapping metadata of all updated pages for each active
transaction. The mapping metadata are shown as the
META-PU (metadata for page update) in Fig. 4. The METAPU is also appended to the Volatile S-Log for differential
logging. For a full page update, the IS-DIFF is unset, and the
LPN, VER, BASE-PPN are used. LPN, VER and PPN respectively represent the logical page number, the version number and the physical page number. For a partial page
update, the IS-DIFF is set, and the OFF, LEN and DATALOC are also used in addition to the LPN, VER and BASEPPN. The OFF and LEN represent the offset and length of
the differential data in the base page, and the DATA-LOC
represents the data offset in the log record. The physical
page number of a base page may get changed during garbage collection. DiffTx chooses to merge the base page with
its differential data during garbage collection, to avoid the
update to the BASE-PPN.
To support differential logging in DiffTx, each mapping
entry in the FTL mapping table is extended with an obsolete
bit flag. The flag is set when the latest data are updated in
the S-Log, and thus the read operation needs to read the latest version from the S-Log.
S-Log. S-Log keeps the summary of a transaction,
including both the mapping metadata of full page updates
and the metadata and data of partial page updates. As
shown in Fig. 4, each log record in S-Log has two parts:
the S-Log Record Header and the S-Log Record Body. The
S-Log Record Header keeps the descriptive metadata of
the whole record, such as the transaction identifier (TxID)
and the number of updated pages of this transaction
(TxLEN), the number of log pages in this record (RECLEN), in the record head. It also keeps the mapping metadata, META-PU (as discussed in the Active TxTable part).
The S-Log Record Body sequentially records the differential data of all the partial page updates in the transaction.

Fig. 4. The S-Log layout.
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Fig. 5. Update Flow in DiffTx: (1) Transaction writes are first buffered in disk cache, and metadata are temporally kept the Active TxTable. Full page
updates are buffered in Read/Write Cache, while partial page updates have their differential data buffered in the Volatile S-Log. (2) After transaction
commits, the full pages in the Read/Write Cache or the S-Log are written back to flash memory for transaction durability. (3) Only after the transaction
data are persistent, the FTL mapping table are updated to reveal the latest committed pages to succeeding transactions.

3.1.2 Interface and Operations
Differential data can be calculated by comparing differential
page update to the previous version of the page. We
use DIFFWRITE command for a complementary way.
DIFFWRITE passes the differential data directly from the
software without the reading of previous versions.
Operations. When a transaction begins, it issues a BEGIN
command with a TxID to the SSD. The SSD checks the availability of the TxID. It then initiates an active list in the
Active TxTable for tracking the updates in this transaction.
For the page writes in this transaction, the data and metadata
are respectively written to the Read/Write Cache and the
Active TxTable. If the write operation is a full page write
using a WRITE command, the page is updated to the Read/
Write Cache, and the metadata (LPN, version, PPN) are
updated to the Active TxTable. If the write is an partial page
write using a DIFFWRITE command, the differential data is
updated to the volatile S-Log, and the metadata (LPN, version, PPN, offset, len) is updated to the Active TxTable.
When a transaction ends, it either issues a COMMIT or
ABORT command. For a COMMIT command, full pages in
the Read/Write Cache and differential data in the S-Log are
written to the persistent storage. After this, the FTL mapping
table is updated using the metadata of this transaction in the
Active TxTable.1 For an ABORT command, the data and
metadata from the Read/Write Cache, the S-Log and the
Active TxTable of the transaction are all discarded.
Fig. 5 shows the update flow in DiffTx. First, the mapping metadata of write requests, including both full (using
WRITE commands) and partial (using DIFFWRITE commands) page updates, are updated in the Active TxTable.
Full page updates are written to the Read/Write Cache in
the device. For partial page updates, the original write
requests are inserted into a temporal request queue, and
new log write requests are generated for the differential
data. Differential data, as well as mapping metadata for
both partial and full page updates, are written to a log
1. Note that ordering here is different from commit ordering in
transactions. Commit ordering in transactions requires commit record
written after persistence of all log pages. Commit ordering lies between
two persistence operations and thus prevents succeeding flash write
operations. In contrast, ordering here does not prevents persistence of
succeeding writes, as the FTL updates are memory operations.

record and written to the Volatile S-Log. Second, when a
transaction commits, the volatile data pages and S-Log
records are written back to flash memory. Third, these mapping metadata are updated to the FTL mapping table. Until
the S-Log runs short of space, the original write requests in
the temporal request queue are merged, and the homelocation write requests are generated.

3.2 DiffTx Commit Protocol
A commit protocol carefully keeps and switches the data
versions, so as to be able to determine the commit status of
each transaction. A commit protocol has the following three
functions: (1) versioning: to keep both old and new versions,
(2) clustering: to cluster all updated pages for each transaction, and (3) commit identification: to determine the status of
a transaction during recovery.
3.2.1 Differential Logging
Versioning. Transaction atomicity requires that all or none
pages of a transaction are updated, i.e., pages are all
switched to the new version or all kept in the old version.
Both new and old versions need to be kept in case of falling
back when system fails. In shadow paging (e.g., TxFlash
[5]), page updates are written to new locations followed by
updating the mapping entries. In write-ahead logging (e.g.,
journaling in ext3 [19]), page updates are written to the log
area followed by being written back to their home location.
DiffTx combines the two protocols. Full page updates are
updated in the shadow paging way by leveraging the nooverwrite property of flash memory. Because of the nooverwrite property of flash memory, page updates are
redirected to free pages. By keeping these mappings in the
Active TxTable rather than in the FTL mapping table, both
versions are accessible. Partial page updates are updated in
the write-ahead logging way. The dirty parts in each partial
page update are written to the S-Log, as shown in Fig. 4.
The new version can be read by merging the differential
data in the log with the old version. In this way, DiffTx
combines the shadow paging with the write-ahead logging
to provide versioning.
Clustering. A commit protocol needs to be able to find all
pages of each transaction for undo or redo operations, and
this requires page clustering of each transaction. WAL
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Fig. 6. The page metadata layout.

clusters pages by sequentially appending them in the log.
However, full page updates in flash memory are written to
different parallel units due to internal parallelism of SSDs.
TxFlash uses pointers to link all pages in each transaction to
be a cycle. But the erase operation breaks the cycle, which
incurs high overhead to maintain the cyclic property as
discussed in TxFlash (SCC/BPCC) protocol [5].
DiffTx clusters all pages by putting the metadata of full
page updates together with the differential data in the SLog. As shown in Fig. 4, mapping metadata of all updated
pages are sequentially appended in the S-Log Record
Header. Therefore, all pages of a transaction can be found
by reading the mapping metadata of the log record.
Commit identification. During recovery after system
crashes, the commit protocol checks the completeness of all
updates for each transaction, so as to identify the commit
status of the transaction. In WAL, the completeness check is
to check the availability of the commit record. Because the
commit record is issued only after all pages have been written back to the storage persistently, this write ordering
guarantees that all updates have been persisted if the commit record is persistent. To maintain the ordering, I/O operations halt until the persistence of all updates in the log,
leading to high performance penalty [5], [7], [10], [11], [12].
DiffTx removes this ordering during normal execution
and checks the completeness of both the log record and the
full page updates during recovery. Only when both of them
are complete, the transaction is determined to be committed. The completeness check of the log record is performed
by checking the availability of its log pages (i.e., flash pages
that store log records). A log record may have one or more
log pages, and these pages are appended sequentially in the
S-Log. Since page updates can only be written to free pages,
pages with non-zero values in the log are valid log pages. A
log record is complete if the number of valid pages matches
the REC-LEN value (i.e., the number of log pages in current
log record) stored in the S-Log Record Header.
The completeness check of log records is based on two
observations. First, atomicity of a flash page can be checked
using the ECC stored in its page metadata (as shown in
Fig. 6). Because writes can only be performed in free pages,
log pages contain either all zeros or new-version data, but
not obsolete data versions. Therefore, the new-version data
are complete, if the page has non-zero values and the page
passes ECC checking. Second, once the log record is
completely written, the transaction metadata it contains are
complete. This is because the S-Log log record is persisted
after transaction commits. At the time when transaction
commits, the transaction metadata has already been
appended completely in the log record. Therefore, the
completeness of log record writes ensures the completeness
of their transaction metadata. With the two observations,
we can confirm the transaction metadata completeness in
each log record by checking the completeness of each log
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page using ECC and the completeness of the log record
using REC-LEN value in its log header.
The completeness check of the full pages is performed by
iterating the META-PU of full page updates in the log
record and checking the availability of each of them. The
completeness of each page is checked using ECC in the
page metadata. In the page metadata, we add new fields
(LPN, VER, TxID) to identify the transaction belongings of
each page. By checking both the availability and the transaction belongings, the completeness check of full page
updates in each transaction is done. As such, the completeness of all updated pages in each transaction is checked to
identify the commit status.
While the completeness check of both the log record and
the full page updates can remove the write ordering before
commit operation, it requires random reads of full page
updates and hurts the recovery performance. In order to
mitigate the recovery performance penalty in DiffTx, a log
record can carry a flag to indicate the completeness of previous transactions during normal execution. The completeness flag is the transaction ID that is stored in the S-Log
Record Header. For instance, Tx m has written back its log
record and full pages when Tx n writes its log record. Tx n
keeps the ID m (i.e., the metadata of completeness of Tx m)
as the completeness flag in the S-Log Record Header of
Tx n’s log record. Therefore, Tx m is complete if its completeness flag in Tx n is found, and its completeness check
of full page updates does not need to be performed.
If either the log record or the full pages are not complete,
the transaction is not-committed. During normal execution,
the aborted transaction simply discard the log record.
Because of the absence of the log record, the transaction is
identified to be not-committed during recovery. If some full
pages have been persisted in an aborted transaction, these
pages are not indexed in the FTL mapping table, so that they
are invalid and are erased by later garbage collection process.

3.2.2 Checkpoint and Merge
A read operation needs to read and merge both the base page
and the differential data. In addition to read operations, a
checkpoint operation merges the differential data with their
base pages and writes them back to flash memory. A checkpoint operation is performed when the S-Log runs out of
space. One page may have different parts or versions in the
S-Log. To avoid multiple flash memory accesses for merging
one page, the S-Log is mapped to DRAM memory as the Volatile S-Log. All differential data are accessed in DRAM memory. Since DRAM memory accesses are much faster than
flash memory accesses, this does not slow read operations.
All differential data in the S-Log need to be read and
merged with the base page, if there is no full page update of
this logical page since last checkpoint. Otherwise, the base
page is updated to the latest full page update, and only
the differential data that are written later than the full page
update are read while the previous versions are discarded.
3.2.3 Other Issues
Garbage collection in DiffTx has two restrictions. One is that
garbage collection is performed for S-Log, i.e., pages in the
S-Log are not erased before they are checkpointed. The
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other is that only pages indexed in neither the FTL mapping
table nor the Active TxTable are eligible to be erased. With
this restriction, both new and old versions are kept. Wear
leveling is performed as normal. The S-Log area is allocated
from different physical locations, and the old physical pages
are rated for wear leveling.
FTL mapping table needs frequent persistence for
durability in case of system failures. In DiffTx, the mapping metadata have been kept in the log record for transactional writes. Since the log record is written back to
flash memory on transaction commits, the mapping metadata are persistent for committed transactions. For nontransactional writes, DiffTx also provides durability for
their mapping metadata by appending the mapping metadata to the S-Log.

3.3 Recovery
After system crashes, volatile data in the FTL, including
those in the FTL mapping table, the Active TxTable, the
Read/Write Cache and the Volatile S-Log, get lost.2 Data
and metadata have persistent copies in flash memory,
because volatile data and metadata of a transaction are
persisted on the commit operation (as discussed in
Section 3.1.2). Therefore, recovery process is performed to
identify the committed transaction using persistent data in
flash memory, and then to redo committed transactions and
undo not-committed transactions. In DiffTx, recovery steps
are as follows:
1)

First, the Persistent S-Log is scanned to check the
completeness of each log record. Since the log
records are appended in the S-Log, only the last one
can be incomplete. If it is incomplete, the transaction
is identified as not-committed.
2) Second, for transactions that do not have a completeness flag in the S-Log, the completeness of its full
page updates needs to be checked. If not all of these
full pages are updated, the transaction is incomplete
and is identified as not-committed. Transactions that
pass the check of above two steps are committed
transactions.
3) Finally, the recovery process redoes the committed
transactions and discards the not-committed ones.
For committed transactions, the differential data are
merged with their base pages, and all mappings of
their page updates are updated to the FTL mapping
table. For not-committed transactions, the log
records, including the differential data, are discarded. Full pages that have been written in notcommitted transactions are untouched and will be
erased by later garbage collection process.
In not-committed transactions, since the log records are
appended in the S-Log, these log records are discarded
without affecting other transactions. Full pages that have
been written are left untouched, and they do not affect other
pages, page versions or other transactions. This is because
they are treated as invalid pages in SSDs, as they are not
indexed in either the FTL mapping table or the Active
2. Device memory is volatile except in high-end SSDs, which use
capacitors or batteries.
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TxTable. The mappings are kept in the Active TxTable
instead of in the FTL mapping table before the writeback of
the log record. Since the Active TxTable is volatile and gets
lost after system failures, these mappings are lost. Therefore, the full page updates are identified as invalid pages
and will be collected as garbage.
With above steps, transactions are identified as either
committed or not-committed. And the committed transactions are redone while the not-committed ones are discarded to recovery the SSD to a consistent state.

4

EVALUATION

We evaluate DiffTx against previous transaction protocols,
WAL, TIPL and TxFlash (SCC/BPCC), aiming to answer
the following questions:
1)

How does DiffTx perform compared to previous
approaches in terms of performance (Section 4.2)
and endurance (Section 4.3)?
2) What is the overhead of checkpoint (Section 4.4) and
recovery (Section 4.5)?
3) What are the impacts from changes in transaction
abort ratio (Section 4.6) and the log size (Section 4.7)?
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup
before answering the above three questions.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate DiffTx against previous transaction protocols:
WAL [3], TIPL [16] and TxFlash [5]. WAL is a traditional
protocol which is widely used in DBMSs and file systems.
TIPL uses redundant logging, in-page logging (IPL) and
system logging. TIPL allocates one log sector for each page,
and all differential updates are appended in the log sector
before being merged to the page. This is known as in-page
logging. TIPL also appends the differential updates to the
system log to support transactions. TxFlash is a variant of
shadow paging that is optimized for flash memory to leverage the no-overwrite property of SSDs.
We use both file system and database workloads for
evaluation. We revise ext3 file system and PostgreSQL database management system to collect transaction traces. We
then replay these traces on our transactional SSD (TxSSD)
simulator, which extends a trace-driven SSD simulator [1]
with transactional protocols based on DiskSim [20].
TxSSD simulator. TxSSD extends the interface and FTL
components in SSD simulator to support embedded transaction protocols. To support DiffTx, TxSSD is extended with
the interface as shown in Table 1 and the components as
shown in Fig. 3. In the evaluation, TxSSD simulator is configured using the parameters listed in Table 2 following
Samsung K9F8G08UXM NAND flash datasheet [21].
Compared to conventional SSDs, the extended components
in DiffTx SSD consumes extra memory space. The Active
TxTable consumes about 0.3MB. Memory consumption of
the Volatile S-Log is fixed, and the default S-Log size in
DiffTx is set to 32 MB. In DiffTx, pages that have write sizes
smaller than 512 B are set to partial page updates, while the
others are full page updates.
WAL, TIPL and TxFlash protocols are also implemented
in TxSSD. They share the transactional interface with DiffTx
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TABLE 2
Parameters of TxSSD Simulator
Parameter
Flash page size
Pages per block
Planes per package
Packages
SSD size
Garbage collection threshold
Page read latency
Page write latency
Block erase latency

Default Value
4 KB
64
8
8
32 GB
5 percent
0.025 ms
0.200 ms
1.5 ms

and have slightly differences in FTL component extensions. In
WAL, the log area is also mapped to the volatile memory.
Records are only persisted on commit. WAL simulates two
kinds of journaling: data journaling and metadata journaling.
To simulate data journaling, WAL logs both data and metadata of file systems in the log area. This is called WAL(D) in
this paper. To simulate metadata journaling, WAL logs only
metadata of file systems in the log area. This is called WAL
(M) in this paper. The default log size is also set to 32 MB. In
TIPL evaluation, we allocate one 512 B log sector (i.e., in-page
log) for each 4 KB flash page. Every eight flash pages share
one flash page to store the in-page log. If one of the log sector
is full, the whole page that contains the eight log sectors is
written to flash memory. TIPL also allocates 32 MB for the
system log by default. Once the system log runs short of
space, a checkpoint is performed to persist all dirty pages and
log sectors. In TxFlash evaluation, we implement both SCC
and BPCC protocols. Page metadata of each page is extended
with pointers to support the two cyclic commit protocols.
Transaction traces. In both file systems and DBMSs, group
commit technique is widely used to reduce persistence
overhead by grouping multiple transactions [19], [22], [23].
Disk I/O traces are more accurate than transaction I/Os.
Thus, we collect disk I/Os at block driver level rather than
transaction I/Os at memory level. For file system traces, we
revise the journaling module (JBD) in ext3 to collect the I/O
traces on JBD commit. For database traces, we collect I/Os
in the PostgreSQL using IO-Trace tool [17], [24], which
records the differential parts of each I/O operation.
File system traces (fileserver, varmail, webproxy) are collected by running filebench [25] on ext3 file system in Kernel
3.10.11. The JBD commit time interval is set to 1 second, and
we collect 20-minute trace for each workload. Database
traces (TPC-C) are collected using Hammerora 2.11 [26] on
PostgreSQL 9.3.1 [27] using default configurations. The
trace sizes are listed in Table 3, and the I/O patterns are
shown in Fig. 2.
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TABLE 3
Evaluation Workloads
Workloads
Fileserver
Varmail
Webproxy
TPC-C

tot. # of pages

tot. # of Txs

avg. pages per Tx

319,859
1,051,628
1,295,414
1,403,278

52
60,227
1,045
78,129

6151.1
17.5
1239.6
18.0

journaling for file system workloads. Metadata journaling
only logs the metadata while writing data to their home
locations, e.g., ordered mode in ext3. Data journaling logs
both metadata and data, e.g., data mode in ext3. These two
types of journaling are referred to WAL(M) and WAL(D) in
the following part. Because database management systems
do not have metadata journaling, WAL(D) and WAL(M) are
not differentiated for TPC-C workload and are referred to
WAL in this paper.
Transaction throughput. Fig. 7 shows the throughput of
each workload using WAL, TIPL, TxFlash and DiffTx
transaction protocols. On average, DiffTx outperforms
WAL(D), WAL(M), TIPL and TxFlash by 42.0, 32.8, 31.5 and
25.9 percent, respectively. The benefit mainly comes from
the reduced write traffic. WAL(M) has better performance
than WAL(D), because it avoids data updates to the log
area. TxFlash avoids both data and metadata updates to the
log area, and has even better performance than WAL(M).
TIPL has better performance than WAL(D), as it reduces
write traffic by only logging the differential data. But TIPL
still need to write two logs, the in-page log and the system
log. Comparatively, DiffTx writes only one log for the
partial page updates, and writes full page updates in a
show paging way. DiffTx further reduces write traffic and
achieves the best performance of all evaluated protocols.
In the evaluation, workload varmail has slight different
performance in WAL compared to other workloads. In varmail, WAL has similar write traffic with TxFlash. This is
because writes have good locality in varmail, and are coalesced well when written back from the log area to the data
area. The reason why TxFlash has poorer performance than
WAL is that WAL writes in a more sequential way
than TxFlash. WAL allocates a continuous space, which can
distribute writes to different units and better exploit the
internal parallelism of SSDs. In contrast, TxFlash tries to
allocate physical pages for each logical page in the same
channel, and channel workloads are not always balanced.

4.2 Performance
We measure transaction throughputs and commit latencies
of different workloads using WAL, TIPL, TxFlash3 and
DiffTx protocols to evaluate the protocol performance. In
WAL evaluation, we evaluate both metadata and data
3. When abort ratio is zero, both SCC and BPCC protocols in
TxFlash have similar performance. Thus, we do not differentiate them
when abort ratio is zero.
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Fig. 7. Transaction throughput of different protocols.
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Fig. 8. Commit latency of different protocols.

Fig. 10. Write traffic of different protocols.

In general, transaction performance is improved as write
traffic is reduced. DiffTx achieves the best performance of
all evaluated protocols.
Commit latency. Fig. 8 shows averaged commit latencies
(in log scale) of the evaluated workloads in different protocols. DiffTx has the least commit latencies in all evaluated
protocols. It dramatically reduces commit latencies for
workloads with large transaction size, such as fileserver and
webproxy. It reduces the commit latencies by 74.2, 67.6, 30.7
and 55.6 percent in fileserver workload and by 53.1, 29.3,
28.7 and 29.1 percent in webproxy workload compared to
WAL(D), WAL(M), TIPL and TxFlash, respectively. The
benefit in DiffTx comes from two aspects: the removed
write ordering on commit and the reduced write traffic.
DiffTx removes the commit record and thus does not need
to halt I/Os during transaction commits. Also, as fewer
pages are required to be persisted to flash memory, the
commit latency is reduced. In all, DiffTx achieves lower
commit latency than other protocols.
Fig. 9 shows the frequency distribution of commit latencies of TPC-C workload in different protocols, to evaluate
the latency consistency. The other workloads show similar
results and are omitted due to space limitation. From the
figure, we can observe that DiffTx shows small variance in
commit latency. Most transactions have commit latencies
smaller than 2 milliseconds. In comparision, the other
procotols have transactions in which commit latencies
are between 2 to 4 milliseconds. Therefore, we conclude
DiffTx has consistent commit latencies.

4.3 Endurance
We measure the write amplification to evaluate the protocol
impact on flash endurance. Write amplification [2] is calculated by dividing the flash memory write size with the workload write size, which is the sum of page size in full page
updates and differential data size in partial page updates.
Fig. 10 shows the write amplification of different protocols. Generally, WAL(M) and TIPL write less than WAL(D),
TxFlash writes less than WAL(M), and DiffTx writes the
least. WAL(D) writes both data and metadata twice, respectively in the log area and the data area. WAL(M) writes only
the metadata twice. TxFlash reduces the writes to only once,
by leveraging the no-overwrite property of flash memory.
While the three protocols write in page units, TIPL reduces
write traffic in byte units, by logging only the differential
parts of each page. But TIPL write three times, respectively
in the in-page log, the system log and the data pages. In contrast, DiffTx logs only the differential data so as to reduce
the write traffic. The merge operation could also mitigate
the write amplification of the log writes. Thus, DiffTx can
achieve low write amplification. All evaluated workloads in
Difftx have write amplification of a little over one. In other
words, the write data to flash memory has nearly the same
size as the application write. DiffTx limits write amplification to a low degree.
Workload varmail shows different results for WAL(D)
and TIPL. Though TIPL writes only differential data, it has
higher write amplification than WAL(D), which writes data
in full pages twice. This is because most pages in varmail
have update size larger than 512 B, which is the size of the
log sector in TIPL. The in-page logging technique, which
allocates one dedicated log sector for one page, is ineffective
for this kind of workloads. In contrast, DiffTx uses only one
log, S-Log, to accommodate differential data from different
pages, and is more effective in write traffic reduction.

Fig. 9. Variance of commit latencies (TPC-C).

4.4 Checkpoint Overhead
We count the checkpoint frequency and measure the total
checkpoint time to evaluate the checkpoint overhead of
DiffTx against WAL(D), WAL(M) and TIPL. All of them use
default log size (32 MB). TxFlash does not have checkpoint
operations and is not evaluated.
Table 4 shows the measured checkpoint frequency and
checkpoint time as well as the calculated average checkpoint time. DiffTx has a much lower checkpoint frequency
than both WAL(D) and WAL(M), and thus has much lower
checkpoint time in total. Because only differential data are
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TABLE 4
Checkpoint Overhead
avg. ckpt time (ms)

Workloads
Fileserver
Varmail
Webproxy
TPC-C

# of ckpts

tot. ckpt time (ms)

WAL(D)

WAL(M)

TIPL

DiffTx

WAL(D)

WAL(M)

TIPL

DiffTx

WAL(D)

WAL(M)

TIPL

DiffTx

1,564
13
1,143
1,513

1,398
20
122
1,513

280
2
2.3
1

0
3
17
518

24
102
58
171

39
102
157
171

13
44
100
107

0
17
3
10

33,563
1,302
7,060
258,646

61,017
2,045
179,505
258,646

3,639
78
230
141

0
43
52
5,181

updated to the log, the log in DiffTx is used up slower than
that in WAL(D) or WAL(M). DiffTx has lower total checkpoint time but large average checkpoint time than TIPL.
Thus, in term of total checkpoint time, DiffTx and TIPL win
in different workloads:
1)

In fileserver workload, there is no checkpoint in
DiffTx. This is because fileserver has either full page
updates, which do not need logging, or partial page
updates with extreme small writes. The sizes of these
partial page updates are tens of bytes, as shown in
Fig. 2, leading to higher efficiency in differential logging. Therefore, DiffTx gains more in workloads like
fileserver.
2) In TPC-C workload, TIPL has smaller total checkpoint time than DiffTx. This is because some pages
in TIPL have been merged and persisted due to the
used up of the in-page log, which has a log size of
512 B. The in-page log is consumed more quickly in
TPC-C, and this causes frequent merge operations in
in-page logging of TIPL. The overhead has been
amortized in the in-page logging. In contrast, DiffTx
performs all merge operations on checkpoint. Also,
DiffTx needs to read pages to be merged with the
differential data, and this leads to slight higher
checkpoint time. Thus, TIPL has lighter checkpoint
time in workloads like TPC-C.
Even though the checkpoint overhead in some workloads can be amortized to the in-page logging in TIPL,
DiffTx has better performance and endurance in whole, as
discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. And generally, DiffTx
has lower checkpoint overhead than WAL(D), WAL(M)
and TIPL.

4.5 Recovery Time
We also measure the recovery time of the evaluated protocols. The recovery time is the log or device scan time to
recover the consistent state after system failures.
Fig. 11 shows the recovery time of WAL, TxFlash and
DiffTx. Since both WAL(D) and WAL(M) scan only the log
to recover the consistent state, the maximum recovery time
depends on the log size. For the default log size of 32 MB in
evaluation, WAL(D) and WAL(M) (referred to WAL in
Fig. 11) have the recovery time of 64 ms, which is the least
of the three. TxFlash has to scan the whole device to find all
pointers in each page for its recovery protocols. For the
default SSD size of 32 GB, it takes 6,957 ms, which is the longest of the three. DiffTx needs to read both the log and
the base pages, which are needed to be merged with the differential data in the log to recover the latest page versions.

DiffTx has the modest recovery time, 633 ms. It takes much
shorter time than TxFlash, because there is no need to scan
the whole SSD. It takes longer time than WAL, because it
needs to read base pages for differential data in the log. TIPL
needs to read the log, but does not need to perform merge
operations. The merge operations are performed by the inpage logging when a page is read. So, TIPL takes shorter
recovery time, 114ms. In all, recovery time in DiffTx is slight
larger than that in WAL and TIPL, but is much smaller than
that in TxFlash. In the four protocols, recovery time in WAL,
TIPL and DiffTx depends on the amount of valid log in the
log area, and recovery time in TxFlash depends on the size
of an SSD. When the SSD capacity grows, recovery time in
TxFlash is expect to increase linearly, but not in DiffTx. As
such, recovery time in DiffTx is acceptable.

4.6 Impact of the Abort Ratio
To evaluate the abort ratio impact in different protocols, we
measure both the effective throughput (IOPS for committed
transactions) and the write traffic (the number of pages that
are written) of each workload under different abort ratios.
Fig. 12a shows the effective throughput of TPC-C workload under different abort ratios. All evaluated protocols,
including WAL, TIPL, TxFlash (SCC/BPCC) and DiffTx,
show a decrease in effective throughput with the increase of
abort ratio. Among these protocols, SCC shows a sharper
decrease from 13,910 IOPS on abort ratio 0 percent to 1,579
IOPS on abort ratio 50 percent. This is because SCC forces the
aborted pages to be erased before a new version is written.
The forced erase operations exaggerate the garbage collection
cost. While all the protocols show decreased performance as
the abort ratio increases, DiffTx has the best performance and
shows an average decrease in performance.
Fig. 12b shows the write size of TPC-C workload under
different abort ratios to further explain the abort ratio
impact on performance. SCC shows a dramatic increase of
write size when abort ratio increases, e.g., write size on
abort ratio 50 percent is 3.6 times that on abort ratio 0

Fig. 11. Recovery time of different protocols.
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Fig. 12. Impact of the abort ratio on transaction throughput and write traffic (for workload TPC-C).

percent. This is because of the aforementioned forced erase
restriction. Other protocols do not show a large difference
in write size when abort ratio increases. Among all these
protocols, DiffTx shows the smallest write traffic.

4.7 Impact of the Log Size
We measure the transaction throughput and the write traffic
of fileserver and TPC-C workloads with different log sizes
to evaluate the log size impact of the protocols. Varmail and
webproxy workloads show similar results and thus are
omitted in this paper.
Fig. 13 plots transaction throughput and write traffic of
fileserver and TPC-C with different log sizes. Fig. 13a shows
transaction throughput of fileserver workload with log size
ranging from 4 to 128 MB. From the figure, we can observe
that DiffTx shows a stable performance under various log
sizes while WAL is more sensitive to the change of log size.
WAL shows an approximately 10 percent increase in transaction throughput as log size is increased from 4 to 128 MB,

while DiffTx shows no significant increase. Fig. 13b shows
write traffic of fileserver workload with different log sizes,
which explains the differences in transaction throughput
shown in Fig. 13a. The reason is that more pages can
be merged in WAL when log size becomes larger. The
increased possibility of merge operations leads to decreased
write size and thus increases transaction throughput. Comparatively, DiffTx achieves better performance with rather
low log size, and the performance is stable. Figs. 13c and
13d respectively show transaction throughput and write
traffic of TPC-C workload under different log sizes. TPC-C
workload has similar results with filerserver workload. In
TPC-C workload, DiffTx also achieves better and more
stable performance than WAL and TIPL.

5

RELATED WORK

Transaction support in flash-based SSDs. Research is active on
leveraging the no-overwrite property of flash memory to
support system consistency. Atomic-write [6] leverages the

Fig. 13. Impact of the log size on transaction throughput and write traffic (for workloads Fileserver and TPC-C).
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no-overwrite property of flash memory for versioning and
uses a log-structured FTL for clustering. It sequentially
appends mapping entries of each transaction to the FTL
mapping log. Atomic FTL [28] sequentially appends pages
in log blocks for both versioning and clustering. Transactional Flash File System [29] provides transaction support
for file systems in micro-controllers of NOR-based flash
SSDs. OFSS [2] leverages the out-of-place update for versioning and employs an updating window to assist the
page clustering of each transaction. But these studies focus
on the consistency of file systems, which have no aborts.
Commit protocols in flash-based SSDs have also been
designed to support general transactions which have aborts.
TxFlash [5] leverages the out-of-place update for versioning
and links all pages of each transaction into a cyclic list for
page clustering. SCC and BPCC protocols are designed to
differentiate the aborted pages from the erased pages by
putting more constraints to the garbage collection (GC) process. To reduce the overhead caused by GC process in
TxFlash, Flag Commit [30] proposes to use SLC NAND flash
memory, which supports multiple in-place updates, to reset
the pointers in the cyclic list. LightTx [7], [9] divides flash
blocks with different transaction states into different zones
so as to reduce the page clustering cost, even if there are
aborts. But all of them use full page updates for transactions. In contrast, DiffTx supports general transactions with
higher efficiency by using differential logging.
Shortcut-JFS [31] proposes to update large writes in the
shadow updating way while leaving small updates for normal file system journaling. Shortcut-JFS is closely related to
DiffTx but with two main differences. First, Shortcut-JFS is
designed for byte-addressable non-volatile memory, which
naturally supports fine-grained small writes. DiffTx has to
compact the small writes into pages. Second, Shortcut-JFS
updates large writes in the log area, and this causes fragmentation after log truncation. DiffTx only stores the mapping
metadata in the log and thus ease the log truncation operation.
Recent research also studies the transaction support with
hardware from different views. UBJ [32] proposes to use
byte-addressable NVM in main memory to union the transaction versioning with the cache buffer. Literature [33] discusses the write ordering relaxing for host-side flash cache
in consideration of both consistency and performance. Optimistic File System [11] relaxes write ordering on transaction
commit and keeps transaction correctness, while requests
are reordered in disk buffer. MARS [34] implements transactions and copies data inside SSDs to save device bandwidth, because the internal bandwidth of an SSD is larger
than the device bandwidth.
Differential page writes. Differential updates have been
proposed in flash-based SSDs to improve endurance. DeltaFTL [18] proposes to write only the delta part of each page
by reading last version and comparing the two versions.
Page-Differential Logging [15] and FTL2 [17] share the similar idea. But this technique does not work either for WAL or
shadow paging. In WAL, pages are first appended to the
log area, and the two versions in the same location do not
necessarily have the lineage relation. Shadow paging
requires writes updated in pages and does not support differential writes.
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In-page logging [14] also writes only the differences of
each page. Each flash block has an allocated log space for
storing the differences of its pages. Transactional IPL [16]
proposes to support transactions based on IPL. Since a
transaction may have pages accessed in different flash
blocks, Transaction IPL allocates a system-wide log to support transaction in addition to the in-page log. The in-page
log consumes more space, and also incurs high writeback
frequency when a log sector becomes full. In contrast,
DiffTx differential partial page updates from full page
updates, and uses only one log for differential logging,
result in lighter write traffic.
ReconFS [13] logs the differential parts of metadata pages
and provides only metadata (namespace) consistency. Comparatively, DiffTx aims for data consistency by combining
the differential logging with the in-flash shadow paging.

6

CONCLUSION

Embedded transaction support in SSDs is promising due to
the no-overwrite property of flash memory, which favors
the shadow paging way with low write amplification. However, writes in a transaction usually update only a small
part of each page, which are known as partial page updates.
The write-ahead logging way can be more effective to
reduce write amplification by differentially logging these
writes. In this paper, we propose an embedded transaction
protocol, DiffTx. DiffTx combines write-ahead logging (for
partial page updates) with shadow paging (for full page
updates), aiming at low write amplification. In addition,
DiffTx exploits the internal parallelism of an SSD and
reduces the transaction overhead at the same time. DiffTx
clusters transaction pages by logging the mapping metadata
of full page updates with the differential data of partial
page updates. It also removes the write ordering on commit by delaying the completeness check of transaction
writes leveraging the clean-state update property. Both
the two techniques enable better performance and lower
transaction overhead. Evaluations using both file system
and database workloads show remarkable performance
improvement and SSD lifetime extension with significant
write amplification reduction.
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